


I thought I would briefly write about Alzheimer’s as I’m certain you or someone you know has
been affected by this disease. There is an estimated 6.7 million Americans, age 65 or older,
who were living with Alzheimer’s in 2023. Of those, 73% were 75 years or older and 2/3 of
them were women.  

Communicating with someone who is suffering from Alzheimer’s is challenging and can be
extremely stressful for the affected loved ones, who are frequently the primary caregiver, as
well as for the one diagnosed with the disease. Here are some helpful tips from the Alzheimer’s
Caregiver Institute to guide your conversations.
1. Never argue, instead agree.
2. Never reason, instead divert.
3. Never shame, instead distract.
4. Never lecture, instead reassure.
5. Never say “remember,” instead reminisce.
6. Never say “I told you,” instead repeat and/or regroup.
7. Never say “You can’t,” instead focus on what they can do.
8. Never command/demand, instead ask and/or model.
9. Never condescend, instead encourage and praise.
10. Never force, instead reinforce.

The Alzheimer’s Association has a wealth of helpful resources as well as local organizations.  I
would encourage anyone who has a loved one with Alzheimer’s (or dementia) to tap into their
local resources as soon as the diagnosis is received. It is so important to become educated on
the disease and its progression so that you can be better equipped to cope with the challenges.
While your primary goal may be to care for your loved one, don’t forget to take care of yourself!
If someone offers to stay with your loved one so that you can go grocery shopping, meet
friends/family at a restaurant, or simply take a walk – don’t turn the offer down. Even short
breaks will benefit both of you!
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https://zoebakes.com/wprm_print/17996#



Residents enjoyed the sunshine and a visit from Nancy Zollner from
Redemption Ranch MN Nancy brought their 18-year old pony, Dusty,
for a visit and told us about the ranch and what they do. Everyone
absolutely loved it. Allee and Maliyah came along, too, sharing
paintings with the residents as well as singing and reading. We ended
the day with some special “horse” cookies.
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https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100057653971067&__cft__[0]=AZWas3mNS6n7prG8W5DQd9OO3FBa-1lycMFdZJcJe4bxj5_s3xk9WfbnoLOrN-xeVmVPbi-3O5tZsig3Uzht_DQH_nl0eagbzN-1pfW8_HkVmxW9HiLEbHGvlX0JkiOXqfUQ0vLdUCfnxAKradfiZNgFAKabKQ6N5aGhwzLLQOkmVFkKgdg63u0s47irYFXLL9o&__tn__=-]K-R
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Easter baskets and Axe
throwing! Axe throwing
seems to be “the thing”
now so we figured we
would see what all the
hype was about! Even
though it was a bit tricky
at first, it was a lot of fun.
We’ve even seen some of
the residents throwing an
axe now and then.


